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The basic procedure of renormalization group theory is used to split the free energy into a Kadanoff block
formation part, and a renormalized block-block interaction part. The study of this redistribution as a function
of the scaling parameter s shows that there is a stationarity value s* of s , which turns out to have the same
critical behavior as the correlation length. It is suggested that s* can be used as an appropriate measure and
definition of the correlation length, even for noncritical regions. The calculation of s* is thereby performed
explicitly for the Gaussian, and numerically for the S4 model. A sharp separation between noncorrelated and
correlated regimes is also found for the Gaussian model, well above the critical temperature. For the S4 model,
the results suggest that j is characterized by a high-temperature Gaussian branch and by a genuine S4 branch
at low temperatures, connected by a ‘‘plateau’’ in the intermediate region. @S1063-651X~98!03303-0#
PACS number~s!: 05.70.Jk, 64.60.AkI. INTRODUCTION
On a physical ground, the correlation length j is identified
as the decay scale of the exponential tail of the correlation
function G2(r). However, except for very special cases like
the Ising model in one-dimension, G2(r) develops an expo-
nential tail only in the asymptotic regime, that is, only when
j is large compared to the ultraviolet cutoff scale. On a more
formal ground, the standard definition of j is
jst
2 }^r2& , ~1!
where ^r2& is the second moment of the normalized G2(r).
From Eq. ~1!, the asymptotic meaning of j is recovered, and
the calculation can be extended to any regime. The standard
definition jst of correlation length has the advantage of al-
lowing for a direct comparison with experimental data, since
^r2& can be extracted from scattering measurements through
the structure factor. In the present paper we aim to show that,
by means of renormalization group theory ~RGT!, it is pos-
sible to introduce a further definition of correlation length, in
terms of the scaling parameter s . In practice, we will find a
stationarity condition which yields a special value s* of s ,
proportional to j in the asymptotic regime. We will use s* to
study the crossover between the Gaussian behavior and the
S4 behavior of j , under the assumption that j is large even in
the crossover region ~this means that the quartic coupling
constant is to be taken small enough!. In the high-
temperature region where j is small, it is found that s* and
jst do behave differently. In particular, s* exhibts some ef-
fects due to short wavelength features which are absent in the
square rooted second moment of G2. This point will be re-
considered in Sec. V. We now give a brief description of the
asymptotic relationship between the scaling parameter s and
the correlation length.
In a real-space picture s can be interpreted as the side of a
Kadanoff block of interacting spins ~measured in units of the
lattice spacing!. The renormalization procedure yields a re-571063-651X/98/57~3!/2594~8!/$15.00lation between the original parameters of the Hamiltonian
~identified by the vector mW 0) and the rescaled parameters mW s
@1#:
mW s5FW ~mW 0 ,s !. ~2!
Accordingly, the original free energy per spin f (mW 0) can be
written as the sum of two terms @2#:
f ~mW 0!5
f ~mW s!
sd
1 f res~mW 0 ,s !, ~3!
where d is the system’s dimension. In the standard approach,
one is especially interested in the behavior of mW s in the
neighborhood of a fixed point mW * of transformation ~2!. This
behavior is dominated by the relevant fields $F i% and by the
corresponding eigenvalues $l i%. The vector mW s can be reex-
pressed in terms of the $F i%’s, then inserted into Eq. ~3! in
order to determine the scaling properties of the singular part
f sing of the free energy, close to the fixed points @3#. The next
conclusive step is to express the scaling relations among the
various physical exponents in terms of the eigenvalues $l i%.
A crucial point for this purpose is the arbitrariness of the
scaling parameter s: we can therefore assert that the impor-
tance of s in RGT lies on its mathematical role, and that
there is no manifest reason for the Kadanoff blocks to be
anything but a useful mind picture. In the present work we
suggest an approach to the renormalizative techniques which
aims to impart a more physical role to s and to the Kadanoff
blocks as well. A renormalization operation ~RO! will now
be regarded to as a way of splitting the available free energy
f (mW 0) into two components: the first term on the right-hand
side of Eq. ~3! can be interpreted as the part of free energy
coming from the ~rescaled! block-block interaction, f (mW s)
being the ‘‘effective’’ free energy of the rescaled system; the
residual term f res on the right-hand side is thereby the free
energy of the noninteracting blocks, that is, the free energy
of ‘‘formation’’ of the blocks themselves @4#. We stress that2594 © 1998 The American Physical Society
57 2595CORRELATION LENGTH AND THE SCALING . . .both f (mW s)/sd and f res(mW 0 ,s) do depend on s ~i.e., on the
Kadanoff block side!, while their sum f (mW 0) obviously does
not. We will study redistribution ~3! on varying s , and find
that there is a particular value s* of s ~i.e., a particular size
of the Kadanoff block! which makes the energy redistribu-
tion stationary; that is
d
dsS f ~mW s!sd DU s5s*52 d f resds U
s5s*
50 . ~4!
Such a stationarity point s* turns out to have the same
critical behavior as the correlation length of the system:
s*}j ~j large!. ~5!
This relation will be directly proved in Sec. II for any
kind of Gaussian-like system, and widely generalized in Sec.
III for systems located close enough to a Wilsonian fixed
point. So far Eq. ~5! is nothing but a mathematical outcome.
However, there is a physical argument suggesting that s*
should actually play the role of a correlation length in any
case. Indeed we will show that Eq. ~4! is a criterion of ther-
modynamical stability, since s* turns out to correspond to
the minimum free energy of formation of the Kadanoff
blocks. Thus s* is a measure of the optimal linear size of the
Kadanoff blocks, with respect to the condition of thermal
equilibrium.
The technical part of the present paper is mainly con-
cerned with the calculation of s*. In Sec. II we start with the
Gaussian model. Even in this ‘‘elementary’’ case we find a
nontrivial result, that is, a finite temperature T1 above which
s*51 ~the Kadanoff blocks coincide with a single spin!, and
below which s* start to increase with decreasing tempera-
ture. In Sec. IV we approach the S4 model. From the results
obtained we argue that s* should display, on a log-log plot,
a ‘‘plateau’’ connecting a Gaussian branch to the genuine S4
branch at lower temperatures.
II. GENERAL FORMALISM AND THE GAUSSIAN
MODEL
Consider a physical system modeled on a d-dimensional
hypercubic lattice and described by a set $SrW% of coordinates
associated with the sites of the lattice (rW5mW a , mW being a
vector of integers and a the spacing!. Suppose that the
Hamiltonian of the system is the following:
HN~$SrW%!5
J
2(
rW
(
i51
d
~SrW1aW i2SrW!
21
R
2(
rW
S
rW
2
1U(
rW
S
rW
4
2H(
rW
SrW , ~6!
where U(.0) and R are two independent parameters and H
is a uniform external field. The Hamiltonian ~multiplied by
b) in qW -space turns out to bebHN~$SqW%!5
1
N (qW PB
u2~qW !
2 uSqW u
2
1
u0
N3 (qW 1 . . . qW 4PB
SqW 1SqW 2SqW 3SqW 4dSqW i ,0W
2h0SqW 50W , ~7!
where SqW5pAbJ(rWSrWe2i(p/a)q
W rW is the one-component field
~for simplicity!; N is the number of spins; u2(qW ) is an ana-
lytic function of qW , whose coefficient of qW 2 is equal to 1;
u05U/(p4bJ2) is a dimensionless coupling constant; and
h05(H/p)Ab/J is the dimensionless external field.
The Gaussian model is characterized by the absence of
any coupling among the $SqW%’s @u050 in Eq. ~7!#. In zero
external field, we have
bH ~G !~$SqW%!5
1
N (qW PB
u2~q !
2 uSqW u
2
, ~8!
where u2(qW ) is a dimensionless regular function, usually de-
pending on even powers of the dimensionless wave vector qW :
u2~q !5r01q21a0q41b0q61 . ~9!
The parameters $r0 ,a0 ,b0 , . . . % are all scaling fields; the
critical surface is characterized by r050, where r0 is asso-
ciated to the reduced temperature u5@(T2Tc)/Tc# . The cal-
culation of the correlation length for the Gaussian model is a
standard exercise:
j;
1
Ar0
~j@a !. ~10!
Let us now turn to the energy redistribution ~3!. We will
examine how the available free energy f (mW 0) shares between
the two components with a varying of the scaling parameter
s . Let us focus, for example, on f res ; the details about this
calculation can be found in Ref. @4# ~see also Ref. @5#!. The
resulting expression is exact and reads
f res~G !~$r0 ,a0 . . . %;s !
KBT
5
gd
2d11
E
outs
ddqW ln@gu2~q !#2
ln s
sd
,
~11!
where g5(J/KBT)(p/2) is a dimensionless parameter; outs
is a hyperspherical shell (qW Pouts⇔1/s,uqW u,1); and gd
5@pd/2/2dG(11d/2)# is the ratio between the volume of the
cube and the volume of the sphere in d-dimension. The fac-
tor gd is due to the change of shape ~cube ! sphere!, the
latter being far more pratical for calculations. It is generally
accepted that details about geometrical shapes of the Bril-
louin zone (B) do not influence ~once the thermodynamic
limit is performed! the values of intensive quantities. Thus
one can use extensive quantities defined either on a hypercu-
bic B or on a hyperspherical one, provided that they are
afterwards divided by the correct number of degrees of free-
dom ~DOF! they refer to. That is why, if the Brillouin spac-
ing is 2/N¯ , where N5N¯d is the number of DOF actu-
2596 57F. DOLCINI et al.ally present in a hypercubic zone, a hyperspheric zone B
inscribed in it will contain Ngd DOF.
Let us start with the standard Gaussian model, that is,
u2~q !5r01q2; ~12!
in d53 dimensions one has
f res~G !~r0 ;s !
KBT
5 12 ln@g~11r0!#2 13 1r0S 12 1s D
2
1
2s3
$ln@g~11r0s2!#2 23 %
2r0
3/2~arctan sAr02arctanAr0!, ~13!
whose plot is shown in Fig. 1 as a function of s .
As long as r0 is large ~high temperatures!, the curve is an
increasing function at s . But, if we lower r0 down to a spe-
cial value r15(e2/3/g)21, the curve starts displaying a sta-
tionary minimum point, denoted by s*, which depends on r0.
In particular, s* diverges for r0!01 ~i.e., T!Tc1). One can
easily calculate the dependence of s* on r0, with the result
s*5
c3
Ar0
~s*@1 !, ~14!
where c35@(e2/3/g)21#1/2. For c3 to be real, the tempera-
ture must be bounded from below, that is,
FIG. 1. Standard Gaussian model: behavior of b f res as a func-
tion of s .e2/3
g
21.0⇔T.T inf5
J
KB
p
2e2/3
.
However, as T05qJ/KB (q being the number of first neigh-
bors! is the critical temperature for a mean-field theory of an
Ising-like system ~cf. Ref. @6#!, and as Tc5T0 for a Gaussian
model , one can argue that
Tc.T inf .
Since we explore the range of temperatures T>Tc , it is clear
that c3 is real for all our purposes. The singular behavior of
s* is characterized by the same exponent (5 12 ) as the cor-
relation length @cf. Eq. ~10!#. Quite similar results are ob-
tained in one and two dimensions ~see Fig. 2!, with a general
coefficient
cd5S e2/dg 21 D
1/2
. ~15!
One can also introduce some new parameters into Eq. ~9!
such as a quartic coupling constant
u2~q !5r01q21a0q4. ~16!
Qualitatively the results for f res are very similar to those in
Fig. 1. In particular, as r0!0, the minimum point s* be-
haves now in the following manner:
FIG. 2. Standard Gaussian model: behavior of s* in any dimen-
sion.
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cd
Ar0
S 12 r0a0
cd
4 D 1/2.
Now let us turn to Fig. 1; as already noted, the stationary
point s* ‘‘vanishes’’ ~i.e., it reaches the minimal value s*
51) at a finite temperature T1 , defined by the equation
e2/3
g~T1!
215r0~T1!.
This means that the components of the system are com-
pletely uncorrelated down to T1 . According to our picture,
this is just the temperature below which the system starts
getting arranged into Kadanoff blocks ~see Fig. 3!. This be-
havior seems to have the same formal features as a high-
temperature pretransition ~we will come back to this point in
Sec. V!.
III. NEAR WILSON’S FIXED POINTS
We now wish to study the energy redistribution ~3! close
to a Wilson fixed point. The use of a widely general formal-
ism will provide some insights which support the validity of
relation ~5! for much more general models than the Gaussian
one. From RGT, one knows that the flow equations in the
parameters space have an autonomous form dmW /dt5mW (uW ),
FIG. 3. Behavior of s* at high temperatures for the Gaussian
model in three dimensions: the value r1 separates the correlated
region (r0,r1) from the completely uncorrelated region (r0
.r1).with t5ln s and mW [mW s . Let us now expand uW (mW ) about a
fixed point mW * @defined by uW (mW *)50W #,
uW ~mW !5TdmW 1O~ uudmW uu2! Ti , j5 ]ui]m j , ~17!
where dmW 5mW 2mW *. The solution of the linearized flow
equation is
dmW ~ t !5(j Y
W jF0 je
l jt, ~18!
where the YW j’s are the right eigenvectors of the matrix T,
with eigenvalues $l j%, and the F0 j’s are the scaling fields at
t50.
Let us now turn to relation ~3!. As the total free energy is
independent of s , the stationary points of the energy redistri-
bution are also found by
d
dsS f ~mW s!sd D 50 . ~19!
We implicitly assume that Eq. ~19! admits a solution. Our
results on the Gaussian model suggest that this is the case;
for other specific models this should be directly verified ~see,
for example, Sec. IV!. Recalling that t5ln s, Eq. ~19! is also
equivalent to
¹W mW f @mW ~ t !#uW @mW ~ t !#5 f @mW ~ t !#d , ~20!
where ¹W mW f 5@(] f /]m1),(] f /]m2),# .
Let us now take mW 0 in the neighborhood of a Wilsonian
fixed point mW *. In this case, one can write
f ~mW !5 f ~mW *!1¹W mW f ~mW *!dmW 1O~ uudmW uu2!, ~21!
¹W mW f ~mW !5¹W mW f ~mW *!1O~ uudmW uu! , ~22!
provided that
lim
mW!mW *
f ~mW ! and lim
mW!mW *
¹W mW f ~mW !
are finite. Replacing ~21!, ~22!, and ~17! into Eq. ~20!, and
equating powers of uudmW uu we have from Eq. ~20!
(j @¹
W
mW f ~mW !#mW *YW j~l j2d !F0 jel jt5 f ~mW *!d . ~23!
We cannot be sure that this is always the case, since mW * is
a critical point, and f would develop a singularity at some
order; such a hypothesis is to be verified in every single case;
for example, in the usual Gaussian model one has mW
5(r0 ,h0), mW *5(0,0), and
] f
]r
~mW *!}
KBTc
2d11
E
B
ddxW
x2
,
where B is the Brillouin zone. The integral only converges
for d.2. However, for any Gaussian-like model we have
2598 57F. DOLCINI et al.already proved ~by direct calculations! that actually s*;j in
any dimension ~see Sec. II!. Introducing the quantities
L j[@¹W mW lnu f ~mW !u#mW *YW j , ~24!
Eq. ~23! reads
(j L j~l j2d !F0 je
l jt5d . ~25!
Suppose now that there are only two relevant fields, say F1
and F2. This means
l1 ,l2.0, l j,0 ; j>3. ~26!
Since the relevant fields measure the distance from the criti-
cal surface, they are usually associated with
F01}u5
T2Tc
Tc
reduced temperature, ~27!
F02}h magnetic field. ~28!
We are interested in the situation of zero external magnetic
field: F0250; in this case Eq. ~25! yields
L1~l12d !F01s*
l11(j>3 L j~l j2d !F0 js*
l j5d .
On assuming that L1Þ0 and l1Þd , we obtain
s*l15
d2( j>3L j~l j2d !F0 js*l j
L1~l12d !F01
. ~29!
For small enough irrelevant fields, s* is an increasing
function of F01
21
. Moreover, as all the $l j%’s with j>3 are
negative, the contribution of the right side of the numerator
in Eq. ~29! becomes negligible with respect to d . We thus
obtain, from Eq. ~29!,
s*;S 1F01D
1/l1
5S 1u D
n
;j , ~30!
where the second equality follows from the standard relation
l151/n . The validity of Eq. ~5! is thereby extended to all
cases for which f (mW *) and ¹W mW (mW *) are finite, provided that
the Hamiltonian of our system is located close enough to the
Wilsonian fixed point. This imparts a wide deal of generality
to the relationship between the stationary point s* and the
correlation length. For the discussions in what follows, it is
useful to express the second derivative of the interaction free
energy with respect to s in s*:
S d2ds2 f ~mW !sd D
s5s*
5
f ~mW *!
~s*!d12
F(j L jF0 j~l j22d2!~s*!l j2d2G . ~31!IV. S4 MODEL
The S4 model Hamiltonian is defined through Eq. ~7! as
bH~$SqW%!5bH ~G !~$SqW%!1u0V4~$SqW%!, ~32!
where H (G) is the standard Gaussian model @cf. Eq. ~8! and
~12!#, and
V4~$SqW%!5
1
N3 (qW 1 ,qW 2 ,qW 3 ,qW 4PB
SqW 1SqW 2SqW 3SqW 4 dSqW i ,0W . ~33!
If we ~perturbatively! apply a RO to the Hamiltonian ~32!, to
first order in u0 we obtain, following Ref. @7#:
bH8~$SqW%!5
1
N8
(
qW PB
8 uSqW u2
s2
2 S r01 q2s2
1
3u0 gd
2d22
E
outs
ddqW
r01q2
D
1
s42du0
N83
(
qW 1 , . . . ,qW 4PB
8 SqW 1SqW 2SqW 3SqW 4dSqW i ,0W ,
~34!
with N85N/sd. The prime in the sums refers to the usual
rescaled spacing in the Brillouin zone. Note that the quartic
coefficient of Hamiltonian ~34! does not contain the u0
2 term,
which leads to the correct fixed point according to the Wil-
son theory @1#. However, the main aim of Wilson’s method
is to prove the universality of systems. Hence one usually
applies the RO iteratively, searching for a fixed point. In
order for this scheme to be appropriately defined, the param-
eter space is to be large enough ~actually infinite dimen-
sional!: one therefore has to extend the renormalization
transformation to a more general functional form than Eq.
~32!, containing all even order terms S2n and any momentum
dependence as well. The existence of a nontrivial fixed point
is proved, and the universality follows as a consequence. The
price to be paid for this crucial result is to deal with the «
expansion («542d).
Our purpose is different: once a Hamiltonian H is given,
the renormalization is used here to ‘‘create’’ an effective
system; we then examine how the energy redistribution de-
pends on the scaling parameter s , no matter whether the pa-
rameter space is or is not enlarged by the RO itself: our
method requires a single RO, since our aim is not universal-
ity. In fact, we stick to model ~32!, which is described by a
finite number of parameters ~actually two!, and which be-
longs to a discrete-dimensional space (d53 for example!.
The S4 model is not considered here as representative of a
universality class, but as an actual mathematical model
whose precritical features are the point of interest which we
address.
Equation ~34! leads to a fairly simple expression for the
residual free energy, to first order in u0 ~see Ref. @4# and, for
further details, Ref. @5#!:
57 2599CORRELATION LENGTH AND THE SCALING . . .f res~r0 ;u0 ;s !
KBT
5
f res~G !~r0 ;s !
KBT
13u0S gd2dEouts d
dqW
r01q2
D 2,
~35!
where f res(G) is given by Eq. ~11!. In the case d53, Eq. ~35!
becomes
f res~r0 ;u0 ;s !
KBT
5
f res~G !~r0 ;s !
KBT
127u0S 12 1s
2Ar0~arctan sAr02arctanAr0! D 2,
~36!
where f res(G) in d53 is given by Eq. ~13!. The function f res
@Eq. ~36!# versus s is plotted in Fig. 4.
From Eq. ~36!, we obtain the equation for s*:
3
2 ln ~11r0s*2!2K154u0
s*2
~11r0s*2!
S 12 1
s*
2Ar0~arctan s*Ar02arctanAr0!D 50, ~37!
where K512 32 lng is a constant. The function s*
5s*(r0 ;u0) was evaluated numerically, using the method of
bisection @8#. We have studied how s* depends on r0, for a
fixed value of u0. The result is plotted in Fig. 5. As we can
FIG. 4. The S4 model: behavior of b f res as a function of s .see, the curve of the S4 model lies below the Gaussian one,
in agreement with the splitting of the critical point down to
negative values of r0.
In Fig. 5, r0 ranges above a value r0MIN.0. This lower
bound depends sensitively on the perturbative order of u0.
We wish to consider; for example, if we stop to first order,
for r0MIN we choose a minimal value of r0 for which the u0
contribution in Eq. ~36! can be regarded to as an actual first-
order perturbation of the unperturbed Gaussian part f res(G) . In
practice, this yields r0MIN'20/25u0. For a given value of
u0 , r0MIN can be lowered by including higher-order terms
of the expansion. Anyway r0MIN will always be positive.
This is inherent in the perturbative technique of the Gaussian
averages that we used, which only makes sense if r0.0.
This technique was also used by Wilson in deriving the RGT
equations ~cf. Ref. @1#!. However, those equations have no
singularities in r050, and can be extended to the region r0
,0. In contrast, our calculations involve expressions con-
taining Ar0. So they cannot be straightforwardly extended to
the case r0,0. On converting Fig. 5 into a log-log plot, one
obtains the result given in Fig. 6, that displays an interesting
feature: the curve turns out to have a concave shape at low
r0. This might look surprising, since we know ~from Sec. III!
that in the very neighborhood of r0
crit where s*}(r0
2r0
crit)2n, the exponent n is greater than the Gaussian one
~actually n50.631 . . . in three-dimensions!. In a log-log
plot, this means that the ultimate slope of the curve must be
greater than the Gaussian one. The simplest way to match the
FIG. 5. Plot of the stationarity point s* as a function of r0 at a
fixed u0.
2600 57F. DOLCINI et al.curve in Fig. 6 with a larger linear slope at lower tempera-
tures is an inflection point. If so, the actual critical behavior
should appear just after a plateau of the log-log plot of the
correlation length, as though the correlation length ‘‘took a
breath’’ just above the Gaussian region, before approaching
the S4 divergence ~see Fig. 7!.
In order to support this possibility, one needs to enter the
region r0
crit,r0,0. However, the preceding expression, ob-
tained for r0.0, are singular in r050 @see Eq. ~37!#, and
they cannot be extended to negative values of r0 as they
stand. Instead, we can use the general results of Sec. III for
which RGT itself provides manageable expressions just close
to the critical point. In particular, we refer to Eq. ~29!, show-
ing that the corrections to the asymptotic slope of s* are due
to the irrelevant fields ~for h50). To first order in u0 and
«542d , it can be shown ~see Ref. @4#! that the sign of the
correction to the asymptotic slope of s* is determined by the
sign of the quantity (u02«/144) ~the irrelevant field!.
Hence, for u0.«/144, the correction is positive, which sup-
ports the existence of the inflection point as sketched in Fig.
7. In the opposite case, the negative correction might prelude
to a more complicated matching. Just to obtain an insight, we
have studied the sign of (u021/144)(d53) in the case of an
Ising model on a cubic lattice. By transforming this problem
into a S4 model ~see Sec. 20 of Ref. @9#!, u0 turns out to be
greater than 1144, in the region r0,0. So we may reasonably
support the qualitative behavior in Fig. 7 for a wide class of
model systems. In addition, we verified by means of Eq. ~31!
FIG. 6. A log-log plot of s* as a function of r02r0crit ~the Gauss-
ian curve is not a straight line here, because the value of r0
crit refers
to the S4 model!.that s* is a maximum point for the interaction free energy,
that is, a minimum of f res @see Eq. ~4!#. Hence, even close to
the asymptotic region, we can identify s* as the optimal
linear size of the Kadanoff blocks in thermal equilibrium, in
analogy with the case r0.0.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The aim of the present paper was to explore the possibil-
ity that RGT can be fruitfully used even in regions where the
nonuniversal features of the model become important. Hence
our study is intermediate between the ‘‘standard’’ RGT and
more sophisticated renormalizative techniques, such as the
hierarchical reference theory @10#. At present, we limited our
analysis to the correlation length as to the most relevant
quantity for any preliminary approach.
It is a mathematical result that the stationarity condition
~4! on the RGT energy redistribution ~3! does determine a
special value s* of the scaling parameter s ~fixing the
Kadanoff block’s size! which turns out to have the same
critical behavior as the correlation length j @Eq. ~5!#. As our
study highlighted, the system seems to arrange into blocks
whose size makes their ‘‘formation energy’’ minimal, and
their mutual interaction energy maximal. The scaling param-
eter s might therefore be regarded as a thermodynamic pa-
rameter, whose equilibrium value ~that is the mean size of
the Kadanoff blocks! is s*. As for the thermodynamic fluc-
tuations of s around s*, we notice ~see Fig. 1! that the plot of
f res spreads out as the critical conditions are approached. In
FIG. 7. The correlation length should exhibit a ‘‘plateau’’ be-
havior before entering the region of the universal S4 divergence,
marked by n50.631.
57 2601CORRELATION LENGTH AND THE SCALING . . .particular, it can be shown that the relative fluctuations di-
verge when the critical temperature is reached. This looks
reasonable in a statistical thermodynamic picture, because
the number of Kadanoff blocks ~i.e., the statistical popula-
tion! becomes smaller and smaller in such a limit. More de-
tails on the fluctuations of s will be given in a forthcoming
paper.
The method just outlined was originally developed in or-
der to calculate the correlation length for nontrivial
models—like the S4 model—in regions that are not strictly
critical. In particular we deal with the crossover between the
Gaussian and the S4 regimes, under the assumption that j is
sufficiently large in this region too. A nontrivial result is that,
to first order in u0, the correlation length of Ising models that
can be mapped into a S4 model is expected to develop an
inflection point connecting a quasi-Gaussian behavior at high
temperatures to the S4 divergence at low temperature ~see
Fig. 6!. Moreover, the plot in Fig. 5 indicates that the Gauss-
ian critical temperature (r050) should be probably included
just into the plateau region around the inflection point. In a
sense, the plateau looks like a ‘‘memory’’ of the Gaussian
criticality. This point should deserve further attention in view
of phenomenological applications. As for the experimental
evidence of the predicted behavior of j ~see Fig. 7!, encour-
aging results have been found in the precritical region of
simple liquids ~see, in particular, Fig. 2 of Ref. @11#! where
the data for j in krypton seem to indicate a bending down of
the log-log plot reminiscent of our curve in Fig. 6.Another unexpected result was obtained just in the
‘‘trivial’’ Gaussian case. In Fig. 3 it is shown that the sta-
tionarity point s* reaches the minimal possible value s*51
at a finite temperature T1 . Figure 1 shows that, above T1 ,
the minimum of f res just corresponds to s51. According to a
thermodynamic interpretation, s* should thereby remain
equal to the value 1 for any temperature above T1 . The
preceding result suggests that there is a sharp separation be-
tween correlated and noncorrelated regions, marked by T1 .
It can be also shown that, on mapping an Ising model into a
Gaussian model, s* decreases with T continuously, down to
a lower limiting value s*(T5`).1. These effects are due
to the temperature-dependent factor cd(T) @Eq. ~15!#, that
marks the difference between the standard definition jst @Eq.
~1!# of the correlation length and the optimal Kadanoff
block’s size jKad}s*. In the Gaussian regime, one has, in
fact, jKad}cd(T)^r2&1/2}cd(T)jst . The difference between
jKad and jst is relevant just in the high-temperature regime in
which the notion of the correlation length itself becomes
elusive. However, if one believes that no physical length
scale can be smaller than the lattice parameter ~or any related
cutoff scale!, one should note that jKad fulfills this require-
ment, while jst does not.
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